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BEGINNER UNIT 13 (B3)

Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope ... The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially ... There is a strike today. Because it crashed. 4. 
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BEGINNER UNIT 13 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 130



Beginner Unit 13 (16 activity (ies) 01:30:40) Video and Questions [1 exercises] Wake up sleepyhead! Rise and shine! You're always in a hurry in the morning. Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope nobody's forgotten anything! There's the train, finally! At first sight, the station looks quiet. Suddenly, hundreds and hundreds of people step onto the platform to go to their offices. Dad's somewhere in this huge crowd. What a hive of activity! Some people prefer to take their cars. It may be more comfortable, but you have to constantly brake to stop at traffic lights. You come across all sorts of vehicles on the roads: two-wheelers, four-wheelers, big ones and small ones. The days go on and resemble one another. Come rain or come shine, we follow our routine: children at school, parents at work. In the spring, nature wakes up and blossoms once more. The snow melts and the temperature rises. The landscapes and the countryside regain their colors. After the fruit harvest and grape picking, autumn is already well underway. The leaves change color and begin to fall. In the yard, sweeping up dead leaves is a lot of work. Especially if there are children nearby! Either way, a yard requires constant upkeep. You always have to mow the lawn, water the flowers, till the soil and prune the rosebushes . . . In the winter, the snowfalls and drops in temperature mean dressing warmer. Those who don't do so risk catching a cold or the flu. Sometimes the snow blocks traffic: another day off! The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially around four o'clock in the afternoon! All you can think about is going home. You count the minutes: 4:15, 4:30, 4:45, five o'clock sharp. Finally - you can go home now! The day is over. In the evening, you are tired: you yawn and stretch. Some people, however, still have a hard time falling asleep and they have to count sheep. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10! And what do you dream about? Summer, of course! Of happy moments shared with family or friends, far from the daily routine! But you quickly take on new habits: swimming, reading, eating ice cream, sunbathing, swimming, reading, eating ice cream, sunbathing . . .



1



What time of day is it at the beginning of the video? Almost six in the morning Almost midnight Time to go to bed
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2



At what time of day does time seem to freeze? Around four o'clock in the afternoon. At six in the morning. Around eight in the evening.



3



Why are there so many people getting off the train? It is rush hour. There is a strike today. Because it crashed.



4



Which of the following is probably true? Dad is a good father. Dad is retired. Dad drives to work.



5



What do you have to till in the yard? The soil The lawn The rosebuds



6



According to the video, when there is a heavy snowfall, sometimes you... don't have to go to work. need to put chains on the car wheels. need to shovel the driveway.



7



Which of the following is not an example of a two-wheeler? A skateboard A motorcycle A bicycle



8



The 'shine' of 'come rain or come shine' means... sunshine snow shoeshine



9



Why is sweeping up leaves such hard work? Because kids play with the leaves and mess them up Because the gardener quit Because leaves are heavy



Describing health [39 word(s)] what's wrong
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to feel healthy fantastic ill awful fatigued to fall asleep to sleep sleepless night all day long to fall accident to break bone wound to hurt to sneeze to happen frequently to be down with the flu flu disease infection pain sore throat to get better to improve height weight strength hospital blood shoulder heart to ache backache headache stomachache



Phonetics Exercise [3 phoneme(s)]



i



e G me see nineteen sixteen seventy really



O



think theater thirty birthday's Thursday three bathroom thirteen



n



hundred seventeen ten isn't winter Wednesday
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1 an alphabet a chalkboard a classroom a schoolmate a notebook a pencil



2 a bathroom a garage a bedroom a living room a dining room a kitchen



3 a living room an office a kitchen a bedroom a dining room a bathroom



4 a kitchen a bedroom a bathroom a den a garage an office
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5 a bedroom a bathroom a WC a den a kitchen a dining room



Word Pronunciation [12 word(s)] after alphabet before between to count to know minus number plus to pronounce to remember to think



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello! Where are you? 2 3 3



At home. In my bedroom. At work.



2



Yes, but where? In the bathroom. In the living room. In the kitchen!



3



You learn English in the bathroom? Don't try to make me put on weight!



3 3 3



Sit down, then! That's not comfortable!



4 4 4



Are you sitting? Yes, I am. No, I'm standing. I'm kneeling.
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4



How many people are with you? 5 5 5



There are three of us. I'm alone. We're six!



5



By the way, can you count? Yes, I can! Up to one hundred! Well... Not really! Let's try!



6



7 7 7



Twenty! Yes, "thirteen". Yes, that's right.



8 9 8



That's right. Wrong. It's twenty-seven. Twenty-seven.



9 9 9



Wrong! It's seventy! Right! No, it's seventy.



10 10 10



Now, how much is twenty-two plus five? Twenty-seven. It's thirty-eight. I don't know.



9



NINE, ten! Ten... No! Say "nine", ten...



Eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen... Sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen... Do you say "thirteen"? It's with "teen" up to nineteen, isn't it?



8



8 6 6



One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight... Ten! Nine... Knife!



7



Good! Then try with me. All right.



What's after sixty-nine? One hundred! Seventy. Fifty.
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10



What's just before one thousand? I don't know, tell me. It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine. It's nine hundred and ninety-nine.



11



12 12 12



Yes, that's true. H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z!



Can you spell "Thursday"? Well done. It's T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y.



T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. No, tell me. Yes, it's very easy.



14



Yes. No! Two hundred and ninety-six. No! You can't count!



Do you know the English alphabet? Of course! Yes, but it's hard to pronounce the "e" and the "i"! A, B, C, D, E, F, G...



13



11 12 11



And what's three hundred and eight minus twelve? It's two hundred and ninety-six. Let's see... Three hundred and one? I know! It's two hundred and five.



12



It's nine hundred and ninety-nine. No! Nine hundred and ninety-nine! That's correct.



It's also hard not to mix up the "G" and the "J"! Yes, that's perfect! Yes, it is. It's like the sound babies make!



It's "G" and "J", is that right? "W" is hard to pronounce too! "R" is the hardest!



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. sitting easy alone fake best half
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13 14 13



2



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. before up in until minus



after down out since plus



Fill-in-the-Blanks [3 exercises] 1



Can you spell Thursday? The clock says eight thirty! I love spring and summer. You work in the bathroom? Verbs without a continuous form



Transitive and intransitive verbs



2



One, two, three, four , five... Six, seven, eight , nine, ten! Eleven, twelve , thirteen, fourteen, fifteen... I know Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday...



3



What's just before one thousand? I know how to spell Tuesday. I also know Thursday, that's when I play tennis. Where are you? In my bedroom. Relative pronouns and adverbs



The simple present



Interrogative words



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



The alphabet is the first thing you learn in school. multiplication tables meaning of life rules of the road cooking



2



The kitchen is where we cook our meals. bathroom living room office bed gym class



Doctor's orders [27 word(s)] to follow advice ambulance
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blood pressure routine blood test to operate stitch to notice odd serious lump to disinfect to bathe to brush one's teeth to rub to be careful to describe symptom to regain to persist pharmacist pharmacy pain reliever medicine antibiotic prescription



Mystery Phrase [20 exercises] 1



Part of the body where the arm joins the chest. shoulder



2



Pounds or kilograms are a measure of ... weight



3



Weary, fatigued. tired



4



Certain. sure



5



Having a lot of power or force. strong



6



Great, excellent. fantastic



7



Terrible, horrible. awful



8



The general condition of the body. health



9



A virus or illness causing fever and headache. flu
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10



High body temperature. fever



11



Car for carrying sick people. ambulance



12



Building where doctors and nurses work. hospital



13



To destroy germs in a cut or wound by cleaning. disinfect



14



A loop of thread around a wound to keep it closed. stitch



15



To be painful. hurt



16



A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever



17



Front inner part of the neck. throat



18



A list of medicines given by a doctor. prescription



19



Place where you take a prescription to be filled. pharmacy



20



Food poisoning gives you this. stomach ache



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



Object pronouns
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Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



Reflexive pronouns
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: He knows the alphabet. I am with Sheila.



I am with her. I'm with her.



She loves westerns.



She loves them.



Do you like the movie?



Do you like it?



The verb 'to be'



2



He knows it.



Contraction of 'to be'



Object pronouns



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: He knows the alphabet.



He knows it.



We write to our friends.



We write to them.



He has your pen.



He has it.



Look at the clock!



Look at it!



Object pronouns



3



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: He knows the alphabet.



He knows it.



She knows Martin.



She knows him.



Martin calls Mary.



Martin calls her. He calls her.



He plays tennis with Gus.



He plays tennis with him.



Object pronouns
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4



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Millie knows how to count.



Millie can count.



Frank knows how to spell.



Frank can spell.



Do you know how to swim?



Can you swim?



She knows how to use a computer.



She can use a computer.



'Can': ability and likelihood



5



'Can': perception and knowledge



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Millie knows how to count.



Millie can count.



We know how to speak Italian.



We can speak Italian.



Blair knows how to tie her shoes.



Blair can tie her shoes.



Spot knows how to sit.



Spot can sit.



'Can': ability and likelihood Nationalities: capital letters



6



Modal auxiliaries



'Can': perception and knowledge



Modal auxiliaries



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Millie knows how to count.



Millie can count.



Do they know how to read?



Can they read?



Jesse knows how to run fast.



Jesse can run fast.



I know how to use 'can.'



I can use 'can.' I can use 'can'.



'Can': ability and likelihood



'Can': perception and knowledge



Modal auxiliaries



Word Order with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight
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2



the world's oldest woman lived to the world's oldest woman lived to be one



be one hundred and hundred and twenty-one



twenty-one



Regular superlatives



3



there are lots there are lots of



of ghosts in ghosts in Disney's



Disney's Haunted Haunted Mansion



Mansion.



'There is' - 'There are'



4



The legal drinking age in America is twenty-one. The legal drinking age in America is twenty-one. The article and geographical names



5



Peasants Peasants



were obliged to kneel before the king were obliged to kneel before the king and queen.



and



queen.



Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Ho! Ho! Ho! Look at all of these presents! This is a ball. It is for you. That is a doll. It is for her. These are ice skates. They are for him. Those are marbles. They are for them. And what's this? For Santa Claus? Oh! These are new gloves for me! Demonstrative pronouns That These Those This Object pronouns her him you



2



them



this



These



me



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Laura gets up at seven o'clock every morning. She always leaves for work at eight o'clock and works hard until late in the evening. However, today she is not rushing. It is almost lunchtime, but Laura is sleeping. Today, Laura is starting her two-week vacation! Present indicative gets up leaves works Present continuous is sleeping is not rushing
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BEGINNER UNIT 10 (B3) 

No thanks, I don't drink coffee. 5 ..... Don't mention it. Sentence .... built 'longhouses', developed agriculture and hunted game such as deer and rabbit.
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beginner unit 12 (b3) 

I'm sorry, but I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today. ... Do you want the CEO to confirm the meeting by telephone? ..... to invite sb over ... My pleasure.
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BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B3) 

there is a book there are books there is a movie there are movies there is a shirt .... a lemon a cucumber. Â© Copyright 2003-2004 Auralog S.A. All rights reserved.
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BEGINNER UNIT 11 (B3) 

Exclamations with 'what a' Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 9. Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!
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BEGINNER UNIT 6 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...
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BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B3) 

Goodbye, Melissa! Bye, Melissa! Sentence Pronunciation Spelling & 1-10 [19 sentence(s)]. A, B, C, D, E, F, G... My name is Beck. B-E-C-K. John Lopez. J-O-H-N.
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BEGINNER UNIT 8 (B3) 

How many people live in Santa Fe? About 60,000 ... Key grammar explanations [6 grammar point(s)]. 1. Definite ... Grammar Practice [6 exercises]. 1. Make the ...
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BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B3) 

Can I take your name, sir? Sentence Pronunciation [24 sentence(s)]. I would like to reserve some business-class tickets to Boston. Can I reserve some ...
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ADVANCED UNIT 13 (B3) 

a swimming pool .... Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. security safety owner ... camera memory backpack health insurance.
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EXPERT UNIT 13 (B3) 

You have to call them one after another; if you agree on an appointment, ... I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. .... appointment with a psychologist. 4.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 13 (B3) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. 3. That's all right. Send me whatever you've got. Would you give me your company name and address ...
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 13 (B3) 

You know what the airports are like at this time of year. Anyway, now I'm running a little late. That's too bad. Would you like some coffee? 4. My own plane was ...
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BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B1) 

Thank you, see you soon! .... He watches Spanish TV shows. ... to watch music to dance pants to wear book to read. 2. Match the words from the dialogue with the ...... Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises]. 1 if you say the glass is.
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BEGINNER UNIT 5 (B2) 

I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.
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BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.
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BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.
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BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B1) 

What is your name? .... Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. ..... from the dialogue with the related words on the right. son daughter man woman father .... Make the following sentences plural. ...... Which of the follo
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.
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ADVANCED UNIT 9 (B3) 

Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about .... I'm always happy to give my opinion. .... You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big ...
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expert unit 2 (b3) 

town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.
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ADVANCED UNIT 14 (B3) 

What do you do when you go out in the evening? I go to a nightclub. 14. I eat out in a ... caretaker dog trainer software company journalists telephone operators.
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EXPERT UNIT 11 (B3) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea
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